Pipeline Digital Media Releases

A who’s who cast from GT’s early days
of MTB history telling the story of
the brand’s innovation and extensive
suspension development.

Gary Turner

Mike King

Hans “No Way” Rey

Brian Lopes

Juli Furtado

Martin Maes

Jim Busby

Eric Carter

Mercedes Gonzalez

Zap Espinoza

Jimmy Knight

And More!

What: Full Travel: GT’s Suspension Development Story
Over two years in the making, “Full Travel: GT’s Suspension Development Story”
is coming to the little screen. Filmmakers Todd Huffman and Don Hoffman of
Pipeline Digital Media will release their film about the history of GT Bicycles’
suspension development. The film will be available for viewing on the GT Bicycles
Facebook page.
Employed by GT throughout the 1990s, Huffman and Hoffman are very familiar
with the story. Now, they are bringing their unique and well-known storytelling
skills from their work in the motorcycle industry to the bicycle industry for the
first time. Without being too technical, the film lets the cast tell their stories of
the development, successes, and failures surrounding 30 years of GT Bicycles
suspension history.

When: April 23rd
The film will be released
complete for a one, 24 hour
worldwide premiere on the GT
Bicycles Facebook page.
It will then be taken down to be
re-released as a mini-series in
five, nine to twelve minute parts
over a period of 5 weeks.
Following the series finale, the
complete release will again be
available online on Facebook
and Youtube.
Trailer Available Here

“We are excited to release this film for all the mountain bike and GT fans
out there. It was great to work with so many old friends from back in our GT
days and learn about all the exciting technology GT produced since and
continues today.”
– Todd Huffman, Director + Writer

About Pipeline Digital Media:
Pipeline Digital Media is a
full-service video and film
production company located
in Southern California since
2003. Their services include
film, tv, commercials, social
media content, corporate and
promotional productions for all
industries. They are known for
producing television series like;
The Motocross Files (Speed),
Epic Ride (Speed), The Legends
of Supercross (CBS Sports) and
films; PENTON: The John Penton
Story narrated by Grammy Winner
Lyle Lovett and The Carlsbad
USGP:1980.
www.pdmtv.com
For more information
Todd Huffman: 714-305-4945

About GT Bicycles
Since 1972, GT Bicycles has proudly
been developing bikes, for every
type of rider, with a consistent
mission. That mission is the same
reason everybody throws a leg
over their very first bike – pure
fun, plain and simple. GT Bicycles
remains true to sharing the stoke
on two wheels which the brand was
founded on because, after all, you
can’t have Good Times without ‘GT’!
For more information, visit
www.gtbicycles.com

“GT has always been known for its pioneering product development and
the proven results for competition and the consumer, especially in the
category of full-suspension mountain bikes, but to see it all in one story with
the personalities and nostalgic filmmaking style Todd and Don have put
together is really incredible. Right now, the timing couldn’t be better to offer
some entertaining content for the sport’s history buffs, fans of the brand and
for a younger audience to showcase just how far the sport has progressed.”
– Mike Marro, GT Senior Brand Manager + Executive Producter

